INTRODUCING STG

Steam Turbine Generators, LLC is dedicated to providing small to moderately sized (≤30 mw) steam turbine generator packages, and only steam turbine generator packages.

Our extensive and long standing engineering expertise (on average 25+ years per engineer) make us exceptionally qualified!

STEAM TURBINE GENERATORS, LLC

PO BOX 1400
Woodstock, GA  30189
WWW.StgSets.com

Phone: 678-916-1500
Fax: 678-919-7590
Email: sales@StgSets.com

Joe Meucci, founder and COO of STG, is a BSME, MBA with more than 45 years experience in steam turbine design and the power-gen industry. His goal is to provide STG's clients with the high quality products at competitive prices.

A small induction unit is used in lieu of an energy wasting pressure reducing station helping reduce a college's total energy costs.

A 1 MW condensing unit is fueled by scrap wood helping a crate manufacturer reduce its total energy costs.

A slightly used 2 MW condensing unit in West Virginia finds a home in a Hawaiian biomass to energy project. Both buyer and seller were very happy.